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SECTION D, SOCIAL SCIENCES

The Scientific Methodology of

Nicholas of Cusa

GERALD C. LAWRENCE, Norman

There are varying notions as to the importance of Nicholas ot CUBa
(1401-1464) in the history of science. Some writers have seen in Nicholas
a precursor of Copernicus and the first thinker to expound a modern philos
ophy of science. Others see in him a figure pushed forward by German
historians in order to antedate claims made on behalf of Francis Bacon
or Rene Descartes to the title of founder of modern science. In the latter
view, Nicholas' work is characterized as containing a few brilliant but
random suggestions "having their origin in pious skepticism."l

This paper is an attempt to determine what Nicholas said concerning
science and to understand it in the context ot his philosophical system.
This philosophy is primarily concerned with the limits of man's knowledge;
In seeking such limits, it also seeks to work out the method Whereby the
clearest possible knowledge may be obtained. In its origin, Nicholas'
thought is of a mystical nature. However, as it nears the plane ot experi
ence, it crystallizes into more readily understandable, otten strikingly
familiar, statements. Such statements are, however, not concerned With
explaining real things and how they really behave, for instance with the
motion or the shape of the earth. Therefore, to judge Nicholas ot CUBa on
the basis of whether or not he created a new cosmology Is to entirely miss
the import of his work.

The central fact of the system presented by Nicholas in his De docta
iynorantia (0/ Learned Ignorance), which appeared in 1440, is that God
is entirely transcendental. Therefore, the human mind cannot hope to
grasp Him or His works as they are in Him; absolute truth is unattainable.
But then, since men are equipped with an intellect which desires to know
the truth but cannot, it seems that man is called to an existence of which
he is totally incapable. The doctrine of learned ignorance was to be the
solution to this contradiction.:

The first step toward learned ignorance is an examination ot the
nature of knowledge. Our knOWledge is in the form of judgments, and
these proceed through comparison of the uncertain with the certain. The
ease of jUdgment depends on the distance separating the object of judg
ment from the object regarded as certain, so that, since equality Is a matter
of degree, judgment is at best only approximative. No matter how equal
the measure and the thing measured, they remain different.'

The second step toward learned ignorance is an examination of the
relationship between God's works as they appear in the universe and God'.
works as they are in Him. The basic idea in this relationship is the union
of opposites. In this connection, Nicholas introduced the concepti of the
Maximum and the Minimum. The Maximum 18, that, than which nothing
can be greater and, correspondingly, the Mlnimum is that, than which
nothing can be smaller. Since the absolute MaxImum .. as great .. it
can be, all being8 are contained in it, and therefore it .. also as small &I
it can be, since there is nothing outside of It to which It might be com
pared. Thus the absolute Maximum .. the same &I the absolute Minlmum.
DIatlnctlona are only found in things which are capable of more or 18M,
Uld, hence, are not found in the absolute Maximum-Minimum. Therefore,
it 18 perfectly simple; it 18 being.c
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The ab.olute Maximum 1a God, and the significance ot the identity of
the Maximum and the Mlntmum 1a that God is as great and as small as
He can be: He 18 pure act. This was not a new idea. The reason for
puttJDI'thta statement ot God'. nature into the form ot a union of Maxi
mum and Min1mum 11 that in thta form it gives some insight into the
relationship between God and things. In God, all things are gathered
together in unity; all pouibU1tles of any particular being are in God in
unity.

Another upeet of God'. relationship to creation, which tollows from
the conception ot God as Maximum-Minimum, is that He is the measure
of all things, for He i. the limit ot all things, the greatest and the least.
An example of this idea is to be found in the measure ot angle. The
infinite, straight line, which is not realizable, is the measure of angle, since
it 18 the limit ot angle. both the greatest and the smallest. Relative to the
.traight line, all anglea are confined to a certain measure.

However, other quantities, 8uch as weight, velocity, or length, do not
admit ot 8uch easy application at the idea of the Maximum-Minimum to
their measure. The limiting concepts of weight, for instance, are no weight
on the one hand and infinite weight on the other. These seem to be
disparate it transcendent concepts. but tor Nicholas ot CUBa they would
be the ..me; he caned infinity the largest and the smallest!

However, it the true measures are such maximum-mlnlmum limiting
concepts, man wUl not arrive at truth using subjective measures. There
fore, leameod ignorance teaches that absolute truth is beyond reach due to
the tru.cendental nature at the true measure. Nevertheless, there is an
idea ot practical IdgnJflcance contained in this speculation, one which
Nicholas applied In later works specifically concerned with science.

The relationship of creation to creator can be seen in still another
penpectlve; the universe is a restricted or contracted form ot the Maxi
mum. Therefore, all that is known of the Maximum can be applied to
the universe in a relative way. The universe is infinity contracted to the
merely unbounded, absolute unity contracted to unity in plurality. Thus,
in the universe, identity underlies diversity, unity is the basis of plurality,
etc. The relationship ot the universe to au things is the same as the
relationship of humanity to all men; "humanity 18 neither Socrates nor
Plato, but in Socrates it Is Socrates and in Plato it is Plato." The universe
il a principle.' All things are in each thing through the medium of the
universe-principle, from which it follows that no individual can have an
ab80lutely privileged status in the universe.

Nicholas then concluded that It 18 imposstble for the various motions
of the atara to have a fixed and immovable center, such as the center of
the earth. tor a motor. Further, the earth, like the stars, must be in
motion, alnce the state of absolute rest cannot be determined due to tact
that the ab80lute minlmwn of motion is a transcendental and identical to
the abeolute maximum of motion. Also, the earth must be in motion
beeau.e It cannot be the center of an unbounded universe.

TheBe statemenu of the motion of the earth are in fact statements to
the effect that it ls lmpoalble to assert that the earth is at rest. In the
same manner, Nicholaa could .y that the earth is Dot a perfect sphere
bec&u.e it la lmpouible to make aucll a determinaUoD.r

I.ArpIy OIl the buIa of these few remarka on the motioD and shape of
the earth. people bave cJa1med that NichoJaa was a forerunner of Copemi
CUB In cIec1&rtDC uaat u.. earth wu In motion around the sun. that he
utldpatecl cn.covertea such u relativity theory, the flattened form of the
earth. 01' the rotatloD of the heavenly bodi88 on their ax... He di8covered
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none of these things, tor the statements in question do not represent post·
tive knowledge, but rather learned ignorance.

The examination of the limitations to man's knOWledge was, fOl"
Nicholas, prerequisite to the search for the clearest possible understanding
of things. Accordingly, the insights of learned ignorance find application
in working out the method of obtaining such understanding. Nicholas tells
the inquirer not to seek knOWledge of things in the things themselves. but
in their reason and cause. ''There, whUe you seek but one, shall you find
all things.'" This is an expression of the unity of things in principle, as
well as a statement of the meaninglessness of mere observation.

Nevertheless, Nicholas advocated comprehensive compilations of obser
vations, since the more of them available, the more certain is the "skUl
which arises from them.". It is important that he regarded observation
as productive only of a skill, for the knOWledge of incorporeal things, prin
ciples, causes, or reasons, must be sought within the soul. When one wishes
to see something incorporeal, he turns away trom the senses, and the soul
becomes his instrument of perception. There is, in the soul, a "completely
strong and simple power which sees spiritually."1a

This strong and simple power of the soul is the unity of all the con
ceptual envelopments, by means of which the BOul pulls its experience
together. It is unity from which the soul develops number, the point out
of which the soul develops the mathematical figures, and the now out of
which the BOul develops time. The soul creates concepts, and this activity
is seen as one of differentiation, or of counting and proportioning. II

Since number is the image, or contracted form, of unity, it has, in a
restricted sense, the divine property of being both as great and as small
as it can be. All things in the universe· are thus best understood through
number.

The skill that is gained from observation must then be sk111 in the
application of number to the object under consideration, that is, in meu
urement. But measurement proceeds through the creation of a concept,
or group of concepts, which represent the object and make it acce881ble
to counting. The conceptual representation of an object, as a product of
the intellect, has a relation to truth like that ot a polygon to a circle.
"Apart from its being reduced to identity with the circle, no multiplica
tion ... of its angles will make the polygon equal the circle."J2

In his Idiota de statWia expenmentu of 1450, Nicholas gave some
examples of the akill of measurement. The investigation of a magnet was
accomplished through the use ot a balance. A piece ot Iron was placed In
one pan and a magnet in the other 80 that the two were in equlUbrium.
The magnet was replaced in the pan by an object of the same weight, and
the magnet was moved to a position above the iron. 80 that the iron was
drawn upwards. Then weight was added to the pan with the iron unUl
equiUbrium was again restored. The additional weight was set propor
tional to the power ot the magnet. II The concept of strength, or power,
of a magnet, expressed in terms of the proportion of the additional weight
needed to balance the pull of the magnet to the weight of the magnet,
makes it possible to measure any magnet in a meanlngtul way.

Another detennination described by Nicholas 18 that ot the weight of
air. One could determine the weight ot air by dropping bodlea ot equal
weight but different shape from a tower and measuring their time of fall
by means ot a water clock and a balance. The weight of the air would be
obtained "trom the dltterence in the weights of water gathered, by means
of a suitable hypothesis."'4 Here, a group of concepta in the form of an
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hypothe8i8 .. to the relation between weight, shape, and time of fall of
bodies is ueed to make the measurement possible.

PrNumably, when things had been reduced to the unity of number
through thia proceu of conceptualization and measurement, the soul would
al-o perceive tbelr Identity in principle, and thus would attain the maxi·
mum ot knowledge.

NlcboJaa of Cusa was not a scientist. He made little or no attempt to
explatn any known pbenomena. In effect, he was trying to make such
explanation poaible by setting limits to man's knowledge of things and
by outlining a method of investigation.
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